MARKERBOARDS

inc.

DESIGNS

Glass Dry Erase Boards
•15 year warranty
•Marker tray included.
•Freight needs to be quoted
•Can hang vertically or horizontally
•The non-absorbent glass is easy to keep clean.
•Tempered Board will not stain, ghost, scratch, or dent.

•Frameless board design blends seamlessly into any environment.
•Board is easy to install with included pass through mounting hardware.
•Includes one dry earse marker and two rare earth, high power magnets.
•The Magnetic quality allows the secure hanging of papers with the rare earth magnets.
•Black colored glass board surface clearly displays white and neon color dry erase inks.

Black Surface Magnetic Dry-Erase Board

White Surface Magnetic Dry-Erase Board
Model: 2MK

Model: 1MK

Dimensions

Dimensions
A
B
C
D

3’W x 2’H
4’W x 3’H
6’W x 4’H

A
B
C
D

24”W x 18”H

E 24”W x 18”H

Magnetic Glass Dry-Erase Cubicle Board-White
Surface-Frameless
Model: 3MK

8’W x 4’H
3’W x 2’H
4’W x 3’H
6’W x 4’H

Magnetic Wall-Mounted Glass Board
Model: 4MK

Dimensions

Dimensions

A 24”W x 14”H
B 30”W x 18”H

A 60”W x 40”H

•Freight needs to be quoted
•Tempered glass is durable and will
not stain or ghost for
superior erasablility
•Magnetic quality allows writing and
posting of messages with dry-erase
markers and rare earth magnets.
•Frameless design gives board a
sleek look
•Two mounting options included
adjustable cubicle mount
brackets and traditional wall
mount hardware.

•Freight needs to be quoted
•Tempered 6mm thick glass
•Will not stain or ghost
•Mounting pucks with new and improved
mounting system
•Magnetic Surface allows for the hanging
of documents or magnetic markers
•Requires rare earth magnets (not included)

Cubicle Magnetic Whiteboard

Cubicle Combo Board

Model: 6MK

Model: 5MK

Dimensions

Dimensions

A 24”W x 14”H
B 30”W x 18”H
C 14”W x 11”H

A 48”W x 18”H
•Freight needs to be quoted
•Part whiteboard and part diamond
mesh fabric bulletin board.
•Fabric bulletin board boast
maximum pin-holding power.
•Whiteboard surface resists staining
and ghosting.
•Modern, graphite finish frame.
•Marker tray and dry erase
marker included.

888.993.3757

•

•Freight needs to be quoted
•Easy to clean, lightweight,
contemporary aluminum frame
•Durable Whiteboard with smooth
magnetic writing surface
•Fits any fabric panel wall system,
with or without overhead bins
•Flexible mounting system secures to
cubicles or dry-wall and hangs with
pins for cubicle mounts
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MARKERBOARDS

inc.

DESIGNS

Dry-Erase Cubicle Markerboard

Desktop Whiteboard and Magnetic
Document Stand

*Ships 6 per Carton

Model: 7MK

Model: 8MK

Dimensions

Dimensions

A 11 x 14” board with tray

A 17”W x 14 1/2”H

•Freight Included
•Fits panels up to 3.25” thick
•Welded steel construction
•Universal mounting system
•Mounting height is adjustable up to 18”
from top of panel

•Magnetic whiteboard has a glass surface
•Tray can be used for document display,
accessory storage, marker storage, or
mobile phone stand

Mobile Whiteboards Room Divider

Wall Mounted Magnetic Whiteboard
Model: 9MK

Model: 10MK

Dimensions
Board

A
B
C
D

36”W x 24”H
48”W x 36”H
60”W x 40”H
72”W x 40”H
E 96”W x 40”H

A 38.5”W x 64”H

Double Sided Magnetic Mobile Whiteboard
Model: 11MK
Board

Full Dimension

36”W x 24”H

39”W x 20.5”D x 53.5”H

48”W x 36”H

51.5”W x 20.5”D x 65.5”H

60”W x 40”H
72”W x 40”H
E 96”W x 40”H

60”W x 23”D x 69”H
74.5”W x 23”D x 69”H
99”W x 23”D x 69”H

•Easily flip the board for twice the writing area.
•Magnetic surface allows users to display papers or posters
•1” aluminum frame gives professional neat appearance
•Easy mobility with four casters, two with locking brakes.
•Full length marker/eraser tray provides ample room for
board materials
•Painted steel surface resists ghosting and provides
optimal erasability

888.993.3757

•

43”W x 24”D x 75”H

•Both sides are magnetic
•Features four casters, two with locking brakes
•Made of painted steel with chrome finished
aluminum frame

•1” aluminum frame gives board a
sleek look
•Magnetic surface operates as a
bulletin board
•2” deep aluminum marker/eraser tray
•Includes mounting brackets
and hardware
•Painted steel surface resists ghosting
and provides optimal erasability

A
B
C
D

Full Dimension
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